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Parking his car in the courtyard, Spencer snapped out of it and got out of the car with a bouquet of lilies 
as well as a custom cake. 
 
With a handsome face, Spencer’s attractive eyes were shining like stars. 
 
“Tammy, where is Miss Brooks?” Spencer asked in a gentle voice as he entered the living room. 
 
“She’s upstairs.” 
 
“Thanks.” 
 
Spencer hurried upstairs. 
 
The terrace on the second floor, boasting a great view, was built in a rich green and lush with vines. 
 
Jennifer, who sat in the rocking chair, had seen Spencer return. 
 
In a few minutes, hearing the footsteps, Jennifer looked up at him. 
 
“These lilies are for you. Only one bunch can be bought in a week.” Spencer shoved the flowers into 
Jennifer’s arms. “You can grow them in your bedroom.” 
 
“Thanks.” Jennifer watched Spencer open the cake box. “I went to kindergarten and was told that Alfie 
and Diana had asked for extended leave, so I didn’t see them.” 
 
Spencer began to cut the cake. “Don’t worry. I have asked my people to find out where they are, and I’ll 
hear from them soon.” 
 
“Maybe we’ll know where they are. So what?” Jennifer said, “They’ve either been sent abroad or are 
being guarded.” 
 
“As soon as I know where they are, I’ll let my people go snatch them back.” Spencer was serious and 
confident. “I’ll arrange for a private plane to pick up you and the children. You’ll be taken out of Arkpool 
City, and I’ll go to you after the show is wrapped.” 
 
Seriously? 
 
Jennifer was a little stunned. 
 
“I’m serious, and I’m ready for it.” 
 
That should be the only way to get the children back. 
 
Ivan would never agree to give the children to Jennifer. 
 
Besides, he was suffering from memory loss. 
 
In order to be reunited with her children, Jennifer agreed with Spencer’s idea. 



 
 
Anyway, Jennifer must stop Catherine from being the children’s stepmother. 
 
Early the next morning… 
 
Ivan, who had not slept all night, came to his office. Finnley also came early because he was going to talk 
about the collaboration with Mayon, and people from the Jerald’s would come as well. 
 
The Jerald’s was also eager to collaborate with Mayon, so Finnley was very nervous. 
 
Finnley showed three business proposals to Ivan. “Mr. Marsh, here you are.” 
 
Ivan took them and did a final check. 
 
Clip-clop. 
 
It announced the arrival of the woman in high heels. Ivan looked up and saw Catherine at the door. 
 
Catherine wore a cold face. With her hair tied up, she looked actually like a talented businesswoman. 
 
Catherine stopped in front of Ivan’s desk and flung a stack of photos before Ivan. “Look at these!” 
 
Ivan remained expressionless and saw Jennifer in the photos. 
 
But Ivan could tell who the man next to her was. 
 
He picked up the photos and looked through them one by one, his eyes getting colder and colder. 
 
“I don’t know if Mya’s words make a difference in your mind.” Catherine said, “But I know you might be 
curious about the woman she spoke of.” 
 
“Jennifer is the biological mother of Alfie and Diana.” Catherine began her denigration, “She tricked you 
and got pregnant. You were always cold to her, so she always took advantage of the children to 
blackmail you.” 
 
“She wormed her way between us but then cheated on you!” 
 
Ivan was confused. 
 
Catherine’s story was totally different from Mya’s, but Catherine had the photos as proof. 
 
Ivan wondered who the man in the photo was. 
 
Seeing Ivan’s frown, Catherine added, “I didn’t tell you because I thought it would embarrass you. But 
I’m worried that you’ll be deceived.” 
 
“Ivan, you must marry me! If you cancel our wedding for a woman who doesn’t deserve it, you’ll be the 
laugh stocking of the whole city.” 
 



 
Ivan couldn’t remember anything about Jennifer, but he doesn’t hate her at all. 
 
On the contrary, Ivan wanted to stay away from Catherine. 
 
“You had a great relationship with your mother.” Catherine said, “You always did as she said, so you 
were the well-known good son in Arkpool City.” 
 
Catherine pretended to be sad, “But Jennifer makes you two distant from each other. Your mother was 
sad and even refused to take the medicine.” 
 
At the door, Alfie and Diana were furious when they heard Catherine’s denigration of their mother. 
 
Diana almost rushed in, but was pulled to the stairwell by Alfie, “Shush! I’ve got a good idea.” 


